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your computer uses bios to control how it operates. bios is the core of your computer. it's the first
thing your computer reads every time it starts. without bios, your computer would be like a car that
starts but doesn't drive. your computer uses bios to control how it operates. bios is the core of your
computer. it's the first thing your computer reads every time it starts. without bios, your computer
would be like a car that starts but doesn't drive. so, it's important to make sure your bios is up to

date. bios is a system designed to enable the management, visualization, and analysis of
biogeographic data collected by the california department of fish and wildlife and its partner

organizations. in addition, bios facilitates the sharing of those data within the bios community. bios
integrates gis, relational database management, and esri's arcgis server technology to create a

statewide, integrated information management tool that can be used on any computer with access
to the internet. for additional information about the cnddb and spotted owl observations database,
visit their web pages. we are pleased to announce the release of bios 5, the latest version of the
cdfw bios viewer. bios 5 is built on the latest esri arcgis javascript api and will soon replace the

current bios 4 viewer after a short transition period. please view the getting started (pdf)(opens in
new tab) to get an introduction into the new interface. for more information please view the full user
guide (pdf)(opens in new tab). if you need additional help, please contact us at bioswildlife.ca.gov.
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